
       DELHI DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY & 
Advertisement for Empanelment of GIS Agencies 

Delhi Development Authority invites the applications from reputed GIS 
agencies for carrying out GIS survey of properties in unauthorized 
colonies in Delhi under PM-UDAY (Pradhan Mantri-Unauthorised 
Colonies in Delhi Awas AdhikarYojna). The GIS agencies shall have: 

A) Experience of providing GIS services and should have executed/ 

operationalized relevant projects in last three years with Government 

of India or any State Governments (or its autonomous/PSU/ 

Subordinate Organizations / Local Bodies etc.). 

B) Valid DGPS Equipment Owner Certification. 

C) Atleast 25 technically sound surveyors on their roll. 

D) The Agency should not be barred/ blacklisted by DDA or any other 

government agency. 

The rates for GIS survey have been fixed on the basis of area of the 

property which are as follows: 

  

  

  

  

Carpet Area (in case of built up)/Plot Area Amount 
(in case of vacant plot) (in Rs.) 

Less than 100 sqm 800/- + GST 

More than (or equal to) 100 sqm but less than 250 sqm _ | 1000/- + GST 

Greater than or equal to 250 sqm 2500/- + GST         
The GIS agencies interested to work as per the Scope of Work available 
on DDA's website (https://www.dda.gov.in/sites/default/files/ 

pmuday/Scope_of_work_for_GIS_agencies11012022.pdf) and on 

the above mentioned rates may submit their proposal in the prescribed 

format as available on DDA website within two weeks of publishing of this 

advertisement, to Commissioner (PM-UDAY), Delhi Development 
Authority, First Floor, A-Block, Vikas Sadan, INA, New Delhi-110023. 

Follow us on: f @ddaofficial ‘YW @official_dda 

    
  Visit DDA Website: www.dda.org.in or Toll Free No. 1800-110332
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